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Abstract— The cloud computing is emerging and developing rapidly both conceptually and in reality, the 

legal/contractual, economic, service quality, interoperability, security and privacy issues still pose significant 

challenges. In this chapter, we describe various service and deployment models of cloud computing and identify 

major challenges. In particular, we discuss three critical challenges: regulatory, security and privacy issues in 

cloud computing. Some solutions to mitigate these challenges are also proposed along with a brief presentation 

on the future trends in cloud computing deployment. Cloud computing is a new way of delivering computing 

resources and services. Many managers and experts believe that it can improve health care services, benefit 

health care research, and change the face of health information technology. However, as with any innovation, 

cloud computing should be rigorously evaluated before its widespread adoption. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
Cloud computing refers to an on-demand, self-service Internet infrastructure that enables the user to access computing 

resources anytime from anywhere. It is a new model of delivering computing resources, not a new technology. Examples of 

commonly used non-health care applications include Microsoft Hotmail and Google Docs, while some better known 

applications in health care include Microsoft HealthVault and Google Health platform (recently discontinued). However, 

compared with conventional computing, this model provides three new advantages: massive computing resources available 

on demand, elimination of an up-front commitment by users, and payment for use on a short-term basis as needed . Several 

articles, forums, and blogs have reported its applications in industry, business, transportation, education, and national 

security. 

Cloud computing refers to both the applications delivered as services over the Internet and the hardware and systems 

software in the datacenters that provide those services. There are four basic cloud delivery models, as outlined by NIST 

(Badger et al., 2011), based on who provides the cloud services. The agencies may employ one model or a combination of 

different models for efficient and optimized delivery of applications and business services. These four delivery models are: 

(i) Private cloud in which cloud services are provided solely for an organization and are managed by the organization or a 

third party. These services may exist off-site. (ii) Public cloud in which cloud services are available to the public and owned 

by an organization selling the cloud services, for example, Amazon cloud service. (iii) Community cloud in which cloud 

services are shared by several organizations for supporting a specific community that has shared concerns (e.g., mission, 

security requirements, policy, and compliance considerations). These services may be managed by the organizations or a 

third party and may exist offsite. A special case of community cloud is the Government or G-Cloud. This type of cloud 

computing is provided by one or more agencies (service provider role), for use by all, or most, government agencies (user 

role). (iv) Hybrid cloud which is a composition of different cloud computing infrastructure (public, private or community). 

An example for hybrid cloud is the data stored in private cloud of a travel agency that is manipulated by a program running 

in the public cloud. 

Cloud Computing: A New Economic Computing Model 

Cloud computing is still a developing paradigm, and its definition, attributes, and characteristics will evolve 
over time. Vaquero et al studied more than 20 definitions and tried to extract a consensus definition as well as a 
minimum definition containing the essential characteristics. 
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(1) 16TSoftware as a service (SaaS): 16T The applications (eg, EHRs) are hosted by a cloud service provider and made 
available to customers over a network, typically the Internet. 

(2) 16TPlatform as a service (PaaS): 16T The development tools (eg, operation systems) are hosted in the cloud and 
accessed through a browser. With PaaS, developers can build Web applications without installing any tools on 
their computer, and then deploy those applications without any specialized administrative skills. 

(3) 16TInfrastructure as a service (IaaS): 16T The cloud user outsources the equipment used to support operations, 
including storage, hardware, servers, and networking components. The provider owns the equipment and is 
responsible for housing, running, and maintaining it. The user typically pays on a per-use basis. 

 

The cloud computing deployment models. 
 

(1) 16TPublic cloud:16T A cloud service provider makes resources (applications and storage) available to the general 
public over the Internet on a pay-as-you-go basis. For example, the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) 
allows users to rent virtual computers on which to run their own applications. EC2 runs within Amazon’s 
network infrastructure and data centers and allows customers to pay only for what they use with no minimum 
fee. 

(2) 16TPrivate cloud:16T A cloud infrastructure is operated solely for a single organization. In other words, the 
proprietary network or the data center supplies hosted services to a certain group of people. For example, 
Microsoft Azure enables customers to build the foundation for a private cloud infrastructure using Windows 
Server and System Center family of products with the Dynamic Data Center Toolkit. 

(3) 16TCommunity cloud:16T The cloud infrastructure is shared by several organizations with common concerns (eg, 
mission, security requirements, policy, and compliance considerations). For example, the Google GovCloud 
provides the Los Angeles City Council with a segregated data environment to store its applications and data that 
are accessible only to the city’s agencies. 

(4) 16THybrid cloud:16T The cloud infrastructure comprises 2 or more clouds (private, public, or community). In this 
infrastructure, an organization provides and manages some resources within its own data center and has others 
provided externally. For example, IBM collaborates with Juniper Networks to provide a hybrid cloud 
infrastructure to enterprises to seamlessly extend their private clouds to remote servers in a secure public cloud 

• Software as a Service (SaaS): deals with the virtualized and pay-per-use costing model whereby 

programming applications are leased to contracted relationship by specific SaaS dealer, e.g., Sales power 

(Zargar, Takabi, and Joshi, 2011). 
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                                       Figure 3.2: Cloud Delivery Models 

 Security Considerations for the Cloud  

Wellbeing endeavours expected in the cloud must be made available to the customers to get their trust. In 2011, 

the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) Cloud security bearing for fundamental domains to focus in Cloud 

Computing, keeping an eye on 14 spaces. These are Cloud Computing Architecture, Governance and Enterprise 

Risk Management, Compliance and Audit, Legal issues, Information Management and Data Security, 

Portability and Interoperability, Traditional Security, Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery, Data Centre 

Operations, Incident Response, Notification and Remediation, Application Security, Encryption and Key 

Management, Identity and Access Management, Security as a Service,Virtualization (CSA, 2011). In solicitation 

to have an ensured about Cloud computing course of action, all of these domains must be considered. 

3.3 Security Architecture for Cloud Computing  

The demonstration of applying a comprehensive and careful method for portraying current or future structure of 

enormous business information security systems is a normal practice for attempts to change security to targets. 

In any case, in the cloud, the occupation of huge business sketcher has moved and it is at present coursed among 

cloud master associations. The undertaking, cloud provider and also pariah are as of now drawn in with passing 

on reasonable security controls to direct cloud security threats. Figure 3.4 addresses the predictable depiction of 

Cloud Computing security designing, the cloud on-screen characters and the security building parts portrayed 

for each performer. 

The NIST Cloud Computing reference designing describes five huge performers in the cloud: cloud client, 

cloud provider, cloud carrier, cloud commentator and cloud delegate. Each performer is a component (an 

individual or an affiliation) that participates in a trade or measure or possibly performs endeavours in Cloud 

Computing. A cloud provider is an individual, affiliation or component obligated for making an establishment, 

stage or programming open to cloud buyers as assistance. The individual or affiliation that keeps up a business 

relationship with, and uses at any rate one of these organizations from cloud providers, is a cloud purchaser. The 

cloud examiner is a social occasion that can lead free assessment of cloud organizations, execution and security 

of cloud use, the cloud shipper is a substance that manages the usage, execution and movement of cloud 

organizations while the cloud carrier is the centre individual that gives organization and transport of cloud  

organizations from cloud providers to cloud customers (NIST, 2011).
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Figure 3.4: Computing Security Reference Architecture 

 
Security Challenges of Cloud Computing  

 As per various overviews, security issues are the highest in the cloud. Cloud Computing has numerous security 

problems that come under two general classes: security issues looked at by cloud providers (i.e., cloud-based 

SaaS, IaaS and PaaS associations) and security concerns looked at by cloud customers. Explicit security 

problems include programming involving virtualization. Perlin et al. (2010) observed that the majority of 

security problems arise from loss of control, lack of confidence and multi-tenure. 

 Loss of Control: This is because the cloud provider and customers need to rely on specialist organizations for 

information security and protection, accessibility of assets and control or fixing of administrations or assets for 

information applications and assets. 

 Lack of Trust: Trust means facing difficulties. Trust and danger are essentially the opposite sides of a similar 

coin, and some ability to verify or inspect will be necessary to create the degree of trust. 

 Multi-tenure: Cloud inhabitants share a pool of resources and have minimal expectations that are capable of 

realizing irreconcilable circumstances. Additionally,  

 
having the physical equivalent the paradigm brings new dangers to the state of Cloud Computing, which 

because of the distributed concept of the cloud model, makes it a very increasingly desirable target for 

gatecrashers. In addition, due to the popularized definition of the cloud condition, there may be different driving 

factors for contending inhabitants to initiate assaults against each other (Zargar, Takabi, and Joshi, 2011; 

Perlin et al, 2010). 

 Cloud Computing Security Solutions  

Security arrangements and guidelines for the cloud have been established by numerous conferences and 

associations. The Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) has created a security directory that recognises various 

territories for cloud computing security concerns. The CSA published its third form of 'Security Guidelines for 

Critical Focus Areas in Cloud Computing' before the end of 2011, in which one design room, five administration 

spaces and eight operational areas are recognised and reviewed, giving a lot of rules for cloud providers to 

follow (CSA, 2011). 
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In addition, cryptography is a frequently promoted cloud security solution based on its entirely homomorphism 

encryption (FHE), called by some as the "Sacred goal" of the field and late recognised as a fully utilitarian 

construct with cloud safety assurance. In any event, Dijk and Juels (2010) argued that the defence demanded by 

standard Cloud Computing administrations cannot be enforced by cryptography alone, even with such incredible 

assets as FHE, and that various types of security implementation are needed, such as carefully built equipment, 

distributed figuring, and complex biological confidence systems. 

Kailash et al. (2012) referenced that data and calculation privacy and trustworthiness issues are a major obstacle 

to efforts to understand Cloud Computing and suggested a method to create a confident figuring condition for 

the Cloud Computing system by integrating the confided in the registration stage. 

In addition, numerous studies (Juniper Networks, 2013; Fang Hao, 2010) concentrate on improving server 

farm systems, virtual machine (VM) independence in the field, adaptability, and private systems in server farms 

to ensure information is assured. The equivalent physical computer may be based on virtual machines of 

different clients, and their data packages may have a similar neighbourhood (LAN). For example, such lack of 

disengagement brings security risks to customers that it is feasible for a programmer to lead attacks on another 

flexible Amazon figuring (EC2) customer who imparts equipment assets to the cloud programmer. As scalable 

server farm organisation architecture, Secure Flexible Cloud Computing (SEC2) was proposed to support secure 

cloud computing for both enterprise and individual customers. SEC2 removes the adaptability limit created by 

VLANs that provide convincing disconnection between multiple customers while allowing physical asset 

sharing. 

Clients should define and interact with their individual security and QoS strategy settings in the same way as 

they deal with ordinary on-site systems. This engineering will also allow customers to flawlessly consolidate 

cloud-based assets via VPN with their current system foundation. 

Google also suggested a "administration cloud" at the opposite end of the spectrum, making completely separate 

facilities, programming, and managers (with suitable personal investigations) for specific customers. Although 

such cloud management can be extremely reliable, it is also extravagant, almost like structuring a separate 

server farm for each customer (Fang Hao, 2010). In addition, components such as RBAC and ABAC are used 

to monitor the cloud to ensure that approved customers access the information and system (Khan, 2012). 

3.7 Access Control for Cloud Computing Security  

In order to guarantee Cloud Computing security, these field audits are regulated as a response. Companies use 

components to monitor the risks of unauthorised access to their data, properties, and frameworks. A few 

frameworks can be used to compare access control systems and access control models, using different 

innovations and basic framework segments with shifting degrees of multi-faceted design. In any event, with 

Cloud Computing, the existing methods of access control are not sufficient to resolve the problems of the state 

of Cloud Computing as they were designed to support the condition of the endeavour. Due to the complicated 

and varied nature of the cloud phase, it is important to have a solid access control set up to ensure data or data 

protection in the cloud. 

 

3.7.1 Access Control Basics  

Access control is worried about deciding the permitted exercises of authentic clients, intervening each 

endeavour by a client to get to an asset in the framework by actualizing security arrangements. A commonplace 
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design of an entrance control framework is as portrayed in the engineering of a SBA framework in Section 

2.4.1. Reflections to be viewed as when wanting to actualize an entrance control framework are as depicted.                                   

• Plans: High-level prerequisites that specify how access is monitored and under what circumstances 

who can access data. 

• Mechanisms: For example, get to control records (ACL) these decipher customers' entry asks for and 

execute get to control approaches at an elevated level. 

• Model: This is a proper implementation of the system-approved security strategy and is useful for 

illustrating hypothetical framework constraints. Models for access control transcend any obstacle between 

policy and method in deliberation. Usually security models are composed to reflect the security characteristics 

of an entrance control system, such as optional access control (DAC). From one point of view, a paradigm may 

be inflexible in executing a solitary arrangement while enabling a wide variety of techniques to be applied and 

expressed on the other. 

From Figure 3.5, the formalisation stage between the description of the technique and its use as a part makes the 

meaning of a traditional model that speaks to the method and its application, allowing it conceivable to define 

and demonstrate safety properties that would be appreciated by frameworks implementing the model. "On these 

lines, showing that the model is "safe" and that the model is implemented correctly by the instrument means that 

the system is "secure" (Samarati and Vimercati). The distinction between approaches and resources recognises 

autonomy between protection prerequisites that are retained on the one hand and structures that authorise them 

on the other, making it conceivable to: 

Discussing security conditions independently of their application, Compare distinctive approaches to access 

control as well as different tools implementing a similar strategy and 

Designing frameworks that are able to approve various strategies. 

The downside of binding a part to a specific strategy is avoided by instruments ready to approve various 

strategies, in view of the fact that a change to the method will entail changing the whole system. After selecting 

which access control model (e.g. DAC, MAC, RBAC) to upgrade, it is possible to improve different imaginable 

access control systems that are accessible to operate within these models at that stage. To upgrade protection 

approaches, the entry control system, which determines whether or not the entry demand is accepted, collects 

demand between an approved customer and assured assets. 

  Access Control Policies :- 

There are a few notable methods for access management, which can be sorted as either optional or non-optional. 

• Discretionary Access Control Policies (DAC): Discretionary access control awards rely on the character of 

applicants and provide adaptability to the asset owner's appointment of access rights. It is also known as 

Identity-Based Access Control (IBAC) or Authorization-based control of access. An important framework for 

DAC representation is given by the entrance control network. Authorization Table, Access Control List (ACL) 

and Capability list are included in the running of the mill tools for implementing DAC approaches. The entrance 

lattice is deciphered and modified alternately by each of them. In general, the DAC strategy would be genuinely 

adaptable and commonly used in business and government divisions. Be that as it may, it has the following 

drawbacks: 
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• Knowledge can be duplicated from one object to the next, which makes it difficult to keep up. 

• Protection arrangements and affirm that when opening the system up to Trojan pony defenselessness, health 

techniques are not traded off. 

• No restrictions apply to the use of data as it is accessed by a customer. 

• The owner of the article prefers the rights to get to objects instead of a broad system structure that mirrors the 

protection needs of the association. 

• As the number of clients and assets grows, DAC brings in adaptability and executive challenges. Moreover, 

clients do not really understand their delegated rights and duties, and the root or chairman's abuse of capabilities 

can truly subvert system security. 

• Non-Discretionary Access Control Policies: The Non-Discretionary Access Control (NDAC) category groups 

all access control policies other than DAC. Policies in this group have rules which are not laid down at the user's 

discretion. Controls are only generated by administrative acts and cannot be altered by users. Compulsory access 

control (MAC), role-based access control (RBAC) and temporal constraints are common non-discretionary 

access control policies. 

 Access Control Mechanisms :- 

The Access Management Tool (ACM) is a component for managing the access to assets (documents and 

registries) of a system (tasks like perusing, composing, and erasing). The aspect of access control defines the 

low level of work (programming and equipment) that carries out the controls imposed by the strategy and 

officially articulated in the model. In order to assess the willingness of a customer to conduct an operation, the 

entry control system looks at the safety characteristics of the customers for example, identifiers, occupations, 

meetings) of the assets (for example, forms, get to control documents, affectability names) in view of the 

measurement of trait alignment or pre-decided arrangement of rules. It is possible to either focus or decentralise 

ACMs. 

• Centralized: Data from access control is put away on the device. Concentrated ACMs are highly 

adaptable and fast to implement. In any event, because of the rise in the amount of data needed to be tracked as 

the amount of customer increments, they are not as adaptable and easy to keep up as decentralised ACM. 

• Decentralized: Here, a small segment of the data on getting to control is placed on the device, which 

makes it easier to keep up with this instrument as data needed by a customer is placed on the side of the part at 

that access control point, making it more flexible than concentrated ACM (Arakawa and Sasada, 2011). 

Access control tool instances include access control records (ACL) and functionality records, components of 

job-based access control (RBAC), rule-based access control (RuBAC) and XML-based systems. 

• Access Control Lists (ACLs) and Capability records: ACLs are an old security component that 

provides a direct way for a predefined client or gathering of clients to allow or refuse access. Inside an entrance 

control lattice, the ACL is a section indicating different subjects that can enter an object, while the capability list 

is the column containing the genuine permissions granted to a subject. See Illustration 3.6. The ACL has 

execution hits, wasteful elements are stored, fine granularity is required and support for the least gain is needed. 

In circumstances where client turnover is important, ACLs have real problems and are subordinate to the point. 

With a show of ability or access, it is difficult to survey the subjects that can get to a particular object.  
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Figure 3.6: Capability List bound to Subjects and ACL bound to Objects 
 

 

• Role-based Access Control (RBAC) Mechanism: RBAC is increasingly viewed by and wide as an aspect of 

efficient access control that facilitates security organizations by dumping customers into jobs and thus requires a 

layer of customer and consent deliberation. As an elective way to deal with traditional access control tools, 

RBAC has been suggested both to rearrange the distribution of access control organisations and to easily help 

work-based access control (Kumar and Kumar, 2013). 

• Rule-based Access Control Mechanism (RuBAC): RuBAC enables clients to rely on pre-ordained and 

arranged concepts to access frameworks and data. RuBAC has an extensive application set and could be 

combined with various models, such as RBAC and DAC, for example. RuBAC blocks each request for entry 

and compares the customer's values and rights to decide on making choices. 

• XML-approach Access Control Mechanism: XML-approach and various access control dialects have the 

opportunity to shape agreements without any planning, enabling customers to indicate a plan, along with 

language programming approvals. Be that as it may, the impediment is for example, the declarations of 

chronicled-based criteria and area restrictions in the expressive strength of higher-request justification, like the 

RuBAC. The development of XML-approach frameworks for unique access control was promoted by 

Endeavours. XACML by OASIS and XACL. 

                                         IBM are unique strategic frameworks equipped to ensure that XML records can also 

be applied to various properties. Right now these dialects do not provide MAC and DAC assistance, but RBAC 

is still being increased by XACML fuses. 

Access Control Models  

Access control models are often concerned with interceding with a subject's activities e.g. client, framework) to 

get to an article (e.g. index, log, computer, monitor, memory, stockpiling, printer), and how this entry will occur. 

Models of access control are generally seen as frameworks to implement and maintain the honesty of security 

strategies that control how data can be accessed and exchanged on a framework (Garg and Mishra, 2012). 

Three models of access control are exemplary: MAC, DAC and RBAC. These models make the partition 

between confirmation and acceptance a known one. Certification-based access control has been suggested in 

open and complex environments, where consumers and servers can not be known to each other in advance. It is 

Subject File 1 File 2 File 3 File 4 

Larry Read Read, Write Read Read, Write 

Curly Full Control No Access Full Control Read 

Mo Read, Write No Access Read Full Control 

Bob Full Control Full Control No Access 
 

No Access 

Capability 

ACL 
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no longer possible to apply traditional partitioning between verification and acceptance and trust the executives 

as a response was suggested. These are focused on choices that rely on certificate-containing strategies that 

adequately incorporate validation and approval (Zhao H., 2012). 

As of late, models based on market processes can be managed and their relative feasibility controlled (Garg and 

Mishra, 2012). Next, MAC/DAC, RBAC, ABAC (Burmester, 2012) and TBAC are examples of several well-

known models of access control. 

ORIENTATION FRAMEWORKS 

 
This section discusses the standard structures (RBAC, ABAC, TBAC) and conventions (SAML and confidence 

model) used in this theory for the trading of verification, approval and quality details. It also introduces the 

arrangement language (XACML) and the form of the theoretical order for cloud recognition to manage needs. 

As a consequence of its expressiveness and adaptability in signalling access control structures, XACML is used 

for specific approaches. 

XACML  

The eXtensible Access Control Mark-up Language (XACML), a fine-grained technique language based on 

XML, is a settled standard for arrangements to be characterised and implemented. With the strategy structure set 

somewhere around IETF and DMTF, and commonly used, it is predictable (Garden of the Desert, 2013). 

Sections as shown for the standard IETF and access control architecture are remembered in the basic parts of 

XACML engineering: Plan Enforcement Point (PEP), Plan Decision Point (PDP), Plan Information Point (PIP), 

Plan Administration Point (PAP), and administration of commitments. By approving option requests, advising 

the PDP for approval choice, and executing the choices, the PEP performs get to power. The PDP, along with 

commitments and exhortations, reviews suitable approaches and yields acceptance options, assuming any.  

The PIP is a wellspring of characteristic attributes, such as properties of the subject, asset, operation and 

condition. The PAP handles and makes them available to the PDP for plans and strategy sets. The administration 

of commitments manages commitments submitted by the PEP. Be that as it may, XACML does not indicate 

how the administration of PIP, PAP and commitments should proceed and how they should be updated. Figure 

4.1 below explains XACML's substantial level of improvement in recalling various interfaces and entertainers 

for approval decisions (OASIS, 2013). 

• Three types of XML reports are determined by XACML: solicitations, responses, and approaches. In the 

creation of access control agreements, Standard XACML uses three basic components: law, strategy and 

strategy set and allows for different levels of settlement. See Illustration 4.2. 

• The most basic arrangement feature is the XACML law. It has three main segments: a target, a condition and an 

effect. 

• A number of topics (S), properties (R), and activities (A) to which a standard, strategy or strategy set applies are 

defined by the target. 

• The impact (E) is the prediction of the arrival of the assessment, which can be either allowable, refused, 

unacceptable or ambiguous. On the off chance of a request starting from a subject to perform an operation 

within a domain on an asset. In the solicitation, the property figures are contrasted and those remembered for the 

objective and on the off chance that all the qualities coordinate, the solicitation is applicable at that stage.  
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Figure XACML Authorization (OASIS, 2013) 

• On the off chance that the invitation and the objective characteristics do not co-ordinate, the invitation is not 

important at that level, and on the off chance that the evaluation brings about an error, the invitation is 

ambiguous at that point. In the off chance that an application fulfils the purpose of a strategy, the application is 

further tested at that point according to the normal structure of the approach; the arrangement is skipped without 

any further evaluation in any case. 

• The condition recognizes limits on the values in the target and refines the standard's importance. The normal 

perusing of a XACML decision is that in the event that the state of the norm assesses that it is correct, the 

impact property is provided at that point the option of entry control to perform operation by a subject on an 

asset. 

• A strategy may consist of a number of rules. 

• A strategy collection includes methods and other collections of arrangements. 

 

In order to recursively define the option of a negotiated guideline/strategy, the XACML strategy evaluation 

calculation utilizes strategy consolidating calculations (PCA). Four normal joining calculations are distinguished 

by the OASIS determination: 

 

Deny-abrogates: If any of the laws or arrangements are rejected, the entire response is denied. 

Permit-supersedes: If any of the agreements or laws allow, grants are implied by the entire reaction. 

First-material: Based on the first rule or technique from the overview of acceptable criteria, the outcome is 

evaluated. 

Just-one-material the outcome ensures that only a single approach to the approaching request is appropriate. 
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Figure: XACML Plan Model 

 
The RBAC (OASIS) XACML profile specifies a profile for the use of XACML in order to satisfy the 

specifications of RBAC. Roles are expressed as XACML subject attributes in this specification, except in 

position assignments where roles are resource attributes. The use of different functions also helps the 

hierarchical RBAC to be facilitated. The assigning to users of different role attributes and the activation of those 

attributes within a session is beyond the XACML PDP scope. However, role assignment organisations may use 

XACML role assignment policies to decide which users are permitted to enable different role attributes and 

under what circumstances. These role assignment policies are a distinct collection of instances used to evaluate 

the access permissions associated with each role from the authorization plan. Only when the XACML Request 

comes from a role assignment agency are the role assignment policies used.  A role assignment or enabling 

entity is a device entity or entity responsible for assigning user role attributes and allowing those attributes to be 

used within a given session, and one role and one permission plan package (OASIS) are defined for each role. 

Although XACML provides the means to express and execute a Plan, it does not specify how the appropriate 

attributes are requested and retrieved, i.e. how to specify a communication protocol between the PEP and PDP. 

For this protocol, SAML is a highly suitable candidate. 

 SAML  

Security Assertion Mark-up Language (SAML) is an XML-based standard for trading information between 

security areas that have formed trust relationships for verification, approval and trait trading. SAML includes 

elements of the statement and convention that could be used to recover traits for use in a XACML Request 

Context. 

Figure 4.3 shows a SAML Attribute Statement that includes the quality guarantor's name, an advanced 

discretionary mark to validate the characteristic, a discretionary subject personality to which the characteristic is 

attached, and discretionary requirements for the use of the assertion that may include a validity period during 

which the credit is to be deemed valid. Such certification is appropriate for the removal of characteristics from 

the Attribute Repository, for the transfer of characteristics between the Attribute Authority and the Attribute 

Repository, and for the transfer of properties between the Attribute Repository and the PEP or XACML Context 
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Handler. SAML characterises the Attribute Query and Attribute Response components for asking an online 

Attribute Authority for characteristics, and for retaining a response to that query. SAML's relevant application 

zones include SSO, feature-based approval and protection for site administration. SAML relations describe the 

methods by which lower-level communication or telling conventions (e.g. HTTP or SOAP) are used to transfer 

SAML statements or convention messages. 
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CONCLUSION:-  Today, cloud computing is being defined and talked about across the ICT industry under 
different contexts and with different definitions attached to it. The core point is that cloud computing means 
having a server firm that can host the services for users connected to it by the network. Technology has moved 
in this direction because of the advancement in computing, communication and networking technologies. Fast 
and reliable connectivity is a must for the existence of cloud computing. Cloud computing is clearly one of the 
most enticing technology areas of the current times due, at least in part to its cost-efficiency and flexibility. 
However, despite the surge in activity and interest, there are significant, persistent concerns about cloud 
computing that are impeding the momentum and will eventually compromise the vision of cloud computing as a 
new IT procurement model. Despite the trumpeted business and technical advantages of cloud computing, many 
potential cloud users have yet to join the cloud, and those major corporations that are cloud users are for the 
most part putting only their less sensitive data in the cloud. Lack of control is transparency in the cloud 
implementation – somewhat contrary to the original promise of cloud computing in which cloud implementation 
is not relevant. Transparency is needed for regulatory reasons and to ease concern over the potential for data 
breaches. Because of today’s perceived lack of control, larger companies are testing the waters with smaller 
projects and less sensitive data. In short, the potential of the cloud is not yet being realized. Cloud computing is 
a new model of computing that promises to provide more flexibility, less expense, and more efficiency in IT 
services to end users. It offers potential opportunities for improving EHR adoption, health care services, and 
research. However, as discussed above, there are still many challenges to fostering the new model in health care. 
Perhaps the strongest resistance to the adoption of cloud computing in health IT centers concerns data security 
and legal issues. 
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